2020 Cincinnati Fringe Festival

Application FAQs
There’s a LOT that goes into Cincy Fringe and come December you’ll have a
comprehensive overview available with the release of the 2020 Artist Handbook,
but for now we’ve pared things down to only the essential details that we think
are i mperative to consider before submitting your application.
If this document still doesn’t answer any important questions you have, feel free
to send an e-mail to Chris Wesselman at cincyfringe@knowtheatre.com.
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WHAT’S MOST IMPORTANT
While we’ve tried to focus in on key information for this document, there’s still quite a bit to
take in. So, here are the SUPER DUPER highlights you’re probably most interested in
knowing and might need to check back in about. More details on any of these topics are
available in their corresponding sections of the document.

●

Applications are now live and are due on December 8th! There are
several different categories you can apply for, so be sure you’re making
the correct choice and have all the required samples and materials
before you fill yours out.

●

Some applications are free, but the main ones have a fee. Lowest
application fee you would pay is $15, while the highest would be $60.

●

We curate our lineups to ensure equal representation. Our Festival is
pretty small compared to most other Fringes, so we want to make sure
there’s an immense variety among the shows presented and that
Fringe fanatics have every incentive to see as many shows as possible.

●

Primary Lineup applicants must be free for at least eight consecutive
days between 5/29 and 6/13. Full, 16-day availability is preferred but not
required, though the less availability you have the fewer performances
you’ll be eligible to receive.

●

The maximum number of performances a Primary Lineup show can
receive (5, 7, or 8) is dictated by the capacity of their assigned venue
(Large, Medium, Small, respectively). We do this in an effort to equalize
every show’s potential overall capacity as much as possible.

●

We split the box office with producers 50/50 after pass and ticketing
fees are removed. That means you might not see as big a payout check
as you’re used to at other Fringes but it also doesn’t cost you nearly as
much just to get your show into the Lineup.

●

We provide free housing for out-of-town productions by way of
billeting, which means artists stay with friends of Fringe at their
personal residences. Other, more private housing options are
sometimes available, including at-cost rentals.

●

Ultimately, Cincy Fringe is about passionate artists having the freedom
to present their creativity in whatever manner they choose, so long as
it adheres to the simplistic tech parameters we set forth and
maintains adaptability. Passion + Simplicity + Flexibility = ♥
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BASIC INFO
Who runs the Cincinnati Fringe Festival?
The Cincinnati Fringe Festival is produced by Know Theatre of Cincinnati as our final
presentation of each season. All year-round Know Theatre staff work on the Festival,
including Chris Wesselman (Producer of Irregular Programming, which includes
Fringe), who’ll be your primary contact throughout the process. We also bring in
part-time staffers and hundreds of volunteers to help make the magic happen.
What is the Cincinnati Fringe Festival?
A 14-day celebration of theatre, art, music, film, dance, and everything between —
that's Kinda WEIRD. Like YOU! Now in it’s 17th year, Cincy Fringe (as it’s succinctly
known) presents over 200 performances of 40+ theatre productions each May and
June, plus art galleries, screenings, concerts, workshops, classes, and nightly parties.
Where is the Cincinnati Fringe Festival?
Know Theatre serves as Fringe HQ and is also a venue for performances, but a dozen
other spaces in the Over-the-Rhine neighborhood of Cincinnati are adopted during
the Festival. A majority of these venues are non-traditional spaces built out to be
temporary theatres during Fringe. This helps us keep the Festival’s footprint quite
small and ensures that no venue is ever more than a casual 15 minute walk away
from Fringe HQ - with a few right across the street at A
 rt Academy of Cincinnati!
When is the 2020 Cincinnati Fringe Festival?
Friday, May 29th - Saturday, June 13th, excluding Tuesdays (our new dark days.)
Ticketed performances run between 6:00PM-10:00PM on Weekdays and
2:00PM-10:00PM on Weekends, with additional programming and nightly
after-parties happening outside those windows.
Why is the 2020 Cincinnati Fringe Festival?
Cincy Fringe - like all other Fringe Festivals - exists to give opportunities to artists —
especially independent artists — to present their work. The freedom artists have to
create whatever they want makes Fringes a popular destination for more
experimental or unusual productions. Cincy Fringe, specifically, has grown into an
exceptional opportunity for Fringe circuit artists to present brand new or in-progress
works, as our low upfront costs make it a low risk, financially, and our immensely
supportive core of Fringe fanatics try and see as many productions as possible.
How is the 2020 Cincinnati Fringe Festival?
Thanks for asking! So far, so good. Knee’s acting up a bit, but it’ll get a good stretch
before the long haul ahead. Have you talked to Uncle Lenny recently?
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PROGRAMMING
What types of programming and how much of each do you feature?
Cincy Fringe is all about variety in programming. While the vast majority of events
are some kind of live performance, we also feature options for visual artists,
filmmakers, and beyond. There are several categories that all Fringe programming
falls under and a limited number of slots we have for each.
PRIMARY LINEUP
32 ticketed productions, including Fringe Next shows.
The stars of Fringe, these shows receive the most number of performances
and are the only productions featured in our See-it-All Schedules, which
indicate how patrons can catch every single one. These are also the only shows
eligible for one of our 6 coveted Pick of the Fringe Awards, which grants them
an Encore performance on the final day of Fringe.

FRINGE NEXT
2-3 productions, presented as part of the Primary Lineup.
This programming is ONLY FOR HIGH SCHOOL-AGED ARTISTS as we love to
give them a chance to Fringe like one of the big kids. Other than being
required to have only high school-aged individuals working on their show except for a 21+ year old Production Advisor to oversee everything - we treat
Fringe Next productions just like their Primary Lineup siblings. Welcome to the
real world of independent theatre production, young artists!

FRINGE DEVELOPMENT
1-2 workshop productions, 8-10 master classes.
Development productions get use of our rehearsal space (right before and
during the Festival) and audience/artist feedback at open rehearsals to
workshop a one-off ticketed performance. Through Development, we also
give artists a chance to offer open-to-the-public or artist-only classes that they
can charge admission to if they so desire. (Primary Lineup applicants have a
field for Master Classes in their application, so only submit this form for
offering one if you are NOT submitting a Primary Lineup Application.)

FAMILY FRIENDLY FRINGE
3-5 productions with Free Admission, plus numerous activities.
We love making Fringe accessible for all, so we’re always looking for family
friendly programming to offer free of charge. That being said, you are
permitted to pass the hat or otherwise ask for donations at these
performances. If what you’re interested in presenting isn’t exactly a show but
more of an activity or event, we’d love to hear about that, too!

VISUAL FRINGE
5-10 galleries, installations, or projects.
We like to ensure that Fringe is about celebrating ALL artistic endeavors, so
we’re always game to work with visual artists on exciting projects. Each project
selected will be granted a small stipend based on the size and scope of the
work. (You will be asked to submit an approximated budget in your
application.)
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FILM FRINGE
5-10 feature-length or short films.
Continuing our goal to include more than just live performance at the Festival,
Film Fringe is a paradise for filmmakers who prefer to get WEIRD with their
work. Screenings are ticketed and get scheduling slots all to themselves!

SPECIAL EVENTS
3-6 Limited Run productions.
Sometimes a production doesn’t qualify for any other category, due to a variety
of reasons, but we still want to present it. In these cases we offer productions
the option of a 1-3 performance run as a Special Event. This category is
especially good for shows with very limited availability as we do not accept
productions into the Primary Lineup who aren’t available for at least 8
consecutive days.

FRINGE BAR SERIES
Nightly events, concerts, and parties.
Every single night of our Festival ends back at Fringe HQ (Know Theatre) with
our Bar Series events. Each evening kicks off with an episode of The Channel
Fringe Hard-Hitting Action News Update and features a different theme or
event to keep you Fringin’ until 1am. We love including artists, bands, and
organizations at Bar Series as much as possible, so feel free to submit this
application if you’ve got an idea about how you could be involved. (Primary
Lineup applicants have a field for Bar Series in their application, so only
submit this form if you are NOT submitting a Primary Lineup Application.)

and ALSO:
THE FRINGE NEXTIVAL
3+ productions, presented prior to Cincy Fringe.
The Fringe Nextival is a weekend-long event presented by Commonwealth
Artists Student Theatre a week before the Festival begins. It’s an opportunity
for all the Fringe Next applicants who weren’t selected for our Primary Lineup
to still get a chance to produce their shows for a taste of the Fringe experience.
(There is no Fringe Nextival application as the one for Fringe Next covers all
the necessary details.)
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APPLYING TO CINCY FRINGE
When do applications go live and when are they due?
All of our applications a
 re NOW LIVE and every single one is due at the same time,
by S
 unday, December 8th, 2019 @ 11:59PM EST. The only exception is if you want to
get your Primary Lineup application in by its Early Bird Deadline, which means
submitting by S
 unday, November 17th, 2019 @ 11:59PM EST.
When will applicants be informed of their status?
All applicants will be notified of their application status via email at the same time,
during the week of February 2nd, 2020. (The exact day and time depends on a
variety of factors.) We cannot provide ANY information regarding your status until
you receive this official communication, so please don’t ask.
How much does it cost to apply?
Some Cincy Fringe applications feature a fee but some remain free:
Primary Lineup
$40-60

Family Friendly Fringe
FREE!

Fringe Next
FREE!

Visual Fringe
$15

Fringe Development
$15

Film Fringe
FREE!

Special Events
$25

Fringe Bar Series
FREE!

Are there any other fees to participate in Cincy Fringe?
All Primary Lineup productions (including Fringe Next) must pay a non-refundable
$75 Production Fee and all Fringe Development or Special Event productions must
pay a non-refundable $25 Production Fee. These fees are due in February when
returning signed contracts.
Other than that, the only costs at Cincy Fringe are your personal expenditures
(production costs, advertising, travel, etc.) That means you’d only have to pay $
 135 to
participate, at most. We love keeping required expenses low so our Festival isn’t
cost-prohibitive for independent artists.
What do I need for my application?
Aside from some basic info about who you are and what your show is, applications
differ in what information and materials are required for submission. There are also
additional materials you have the option of submitting. See the breakdown for each
category of programming on the following pages.
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PRIMARY LINEUP and FRINGE NEXT
Required Samples and Materials:
10-page Script Sample (Scripted productions and Musicals only)
10-page Project Outline (Devised/Incomplete works only)
3+ Songs (Musicals only)
10 minutes of video ( Unscripted productions only)
Optional Samples and Materials:
Full Script, Reviews/Articles, Media Kits, Production History
Also Required:
1 page Cover Letter
Tech info
Availability info
FRINGE DEVELOPMENT
Required Samples and Materials:
10-page Script Sample (Scripted productions and Musicals only)
10-page Project Outline (Devised works only)
3+ Songs (Musicals only)
10 minutes of video ( Unscripted productions only)
Optional Samples and Materials:
Full Script
Also Required:
Availability info
FAMILY FRIENDLY FRINGE
Required Samples and Materials:
3-page Project/Show Outline and Pitch
Optional Samples and Materials:
Full Script, Songs, Previous work examples
Also Required:
Tech info
Availability info
VISUAL FRINGE
Required Samples and Materials:
3 page Project Outline and Pitch
Approximated Budget
Proposed Timeline
Examples of previous work
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FILM FRINGE
Required Samples and Materials:
10+ minutes from submission OR 1 0+ minutes of a previous work
Optional Samples and Materials:
Reviews/Articles
SPECIAL EVENTS
Required Samples and Materials:
10-page Script Sample (Scripted productions and Musicals only)
10-page Project Outline (Devised/Incomplete works only)
3+ Songs (Musicals only)
10 minutes of video ( Unscripted productions only)
Optional Samples and Materials:
Full Script
Reviews/Articles
Media Kits
Production History
Also Required:
Tech info
Availability info
FRINGE BAR SERIES
Applying for the Fringe Bar Series simply requires pitching us an idea. You’re
more than welcome to include links to supporting materials (like your music,
if you’re a band) but requests for more information will come after you submit.
Is there a time limit for productions?
Yes. Primary Lineup, Fringe Next, Fringe Development, and Family Friendly Fringe
shows must be 4
 5-60 minutes. There are no exceptions. Special Events and Film
Fringe productions may submit with a runtime of longer than 60 minutes as we
sometimes make exceptions, but it’s generally not preferred.
What kinds of shows does your audience responded well to?
We pride our core of die-hard Fringe fanatics for their eclectic tastes and willingness
to take risks, so there’s n
 ever any telling what types of shows will be among
audience favorites. That being said, i t never hurts to take a look through the last 3
or 4 years of our Fringe Guides to see if anything similar has been done recently.
How does lineup selection work?
Cincy Fringe is a
 curated festival. All applications are reviewed and given feedback
by a team comprised of 40 local Arts professionals, educators, and journalists, with
final lineup decisions made by the Cincy Fringe creative team.
We do not offer any LOTTERY, PAY-TO-PLAY, or BRING YOUR OWN VENUE slots.
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NOTE: Our goal by curating programming is not to censor or judge
your work based on content or quality, OR to pick our favorites. We
curate to ensure patrons a lineup that features a rich variety of styles,
forms, themes, skill-sets, representations, and intended audiences.
We also find that curation helps us avoid accepting productions that
are radically similar to each other (in style, content, etc.) Since we
present a smaller lineup than most other Fringes, this type of curation
can be very beneficial as patrons can feel compelled to see as many
shows as possible knowing that no two productions are alike.
Within our selection process, we’re also dedicated to achieving the following goals,
which take into account our desire for representational equality, as well as being
mindful of audience feedback and sales comparisons from over the years. Cincy
Fringe always tries to feature:
●

50% local productions, 50% out-of-town/international productions

●

50% returning artists/groups, 50% new artists/groups

●

Inclusion of underrepresented voices

●

Balanced scheduling

●

10-12 Solo Performance productions

●

15-18 Plays, Musicals, and Interdisciplinary productions

●

3-6 Physical Theatre/Dance productions

Finally, please be aware that, at this time, Cincy Fringe does not provide applicants
with any feedback or notes regarding why their show was or was not chosen.
Can I apply with published material?
Cincy Fringe is a place for independent artists to cut their teeth and further their
careers by producing original, contemporary works. Because of that, it's h
 ighly
unlikely that an application featuring published or well-known material will make it
into the Lineup (especially if it’s as old or older than you are) - but it is not prohibited,
so if you think there's a reason your production of a published work deserves a shot,
apply away!
That being said, it is each Producer’s responsibility to obtain all necessary consents
to perform published works and pay all necessary royalties. Upon our request, your
show shall provide evidence of consents and royalty arrangements.
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BOX OFFICE DETAILS
What is the box office split for ticketed events?
Box Office revenue for ticketed productions is split 50/50 with Cincy Fringe after
ticketing and pass fees have been removed.
Below you'll find the details behind our Payout System so you can look it over and
work with the numbers, but P
 LEASE NOTE:
The following is mostly based on our prices and formulas from 2019,
but Know Theatre is currently in active negotiations with our
ticketing system provider to reduce/rework fees associated with
Fringe ticketing. Along with those changes, there are other aspects
of our Payout System that are currently under review. All of that
means the Payout System details given here are l ikely to change.
BUT, these changes would only mean an i ncrease in artist payouts, so
keep your fingers crossed with us that everything works out!
Single Tickets ($15)
Minus $1 ticketing fee (= $14/entry)

Artist Payout: $7/entry
Full Frontal Passes ($250)
Minus 10% pass fee ($25) to cover pass costs and labor ($250-$25 = $225)
Good for an average of 20 performances* ($225/20 entries = $11.25/entry)
$1.00/entry ticketing fee (= $10.25/entry)

Artist Payout: $5.13/entry
*average determined from total shows attended
by Full Frontal passholders the past three years

Voyeur Passes ($75)
Minus 10% pass fee ($7.50) to cover pass costs and labor ($75-$7.50 = $67.50)
Good for 6 entries ($67.50/6 entries = $11.25/entry)
$1.00/entry ticketing fee (= $10.25/entry)

Artist Payout: $5.13/entry
Encore Passes ($75)
Minus 10% pass fee ($7.50) to cover pass costs and labor ($75-$7.50 = $67.50)
Good for 1 entry to each of the 6 Encore performances ($67.50/6 entries = $11.25/entry)
$1.00/entry ticketing fee (= $10.25/entry)

Artist Payout: $5.13/entry
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When will I receive my Box Office payout?
The entirety of payouts will be issued n
 o later than 7/13/20 but likely sooner. Final
confirmation of your tax documents and payout details (including mailing address)
will be collected immediately following the conclusion of the Festival to expedite the
payout process.
What is your average payout per ticketed production?
Over the past three years, payout per production averages at $962.93.
What is your average payout for Out-of-Town productions?
Over the past three years, payout for visiting productions averages at $
 954.77.
What do the highest and lowest selling shows make on average?
Over the past three years, our highest grossing show has made an average of
$2,113.24 while the lowest grossing show made an average of $
 292.45.
What is the average overall attendance at Cincy Fringe?
Over the past three years, we’ve averaged 9
 , 439 entries into shows. Of those entries,
an average of 8
 2% are via paid ticket/pass and 18% are comp’d admissions.
What is the seating capacity at venues?
The average seating capacity at venues over the past three years is 6
 4 seats. Our
largest venue seats 99 (plus 10-20 SRO) and the smallest seats 3
 5 (plus 4-5 SRO).
What is the average attendance for a performance?
The average attendance over the past three years is 47 entries.
What is the maximum/minimum number of performances?
Primary Lineup and Fringe Next shows get 5-8 performances, depending on
availability and venue capacity size. Fringe Development and Special Event
productions typically receive 1 -3 performances.
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TECH AND VENUES
What are your venues like?
While some more traditional theatre spaces, the m
 ajority of venues are temporary
build-outs in locations like church basements, art studios, and coffee shops.
We outfit all spaces with a b
 asic lighting plot, a sound system, drapery, and
audience seating; you shouldn’t expect anything more complicated than that. The
majority of venues don’t even feature the typical amenities of a true theatre space
(wings, crossover, etc). A
 t the end of the day, we’ll match you with the venue that
best suits your needs but you should be prepared to have the bare minimum.
Venues are grouped into L
 arge, Medium, and Small Capacity, which determines a
Primary Lineup show’s maximum number of performances (5, 7, or 8, respectively;
assuming you meet availability requirements). Venues feature a playing space
between 10’x12’ and 25’x15’, generally falling on the smaller side.
I have a VERY complicated, technically-driven show...should I apply?
Nah, that’s probably a bad idea. C
 incy F
 ringe is all about technical simplicity,
especially since you’ll likely be in a non-traditional theatre space with limited
equipment and not a lot of time to prepare. K
 eep It Simple, Silly!
Will I have a professional technician at my venue?
Yes! Cincy Fringe employs technically-minded individuals to help run your lights and
sound, if needed, and to oversee the general operations of your venue. While t hey
are professionals and not volunteers, areas of expertise and background vary (stage
managers, designers, TD’s, etc) so we take every measure to ensure your Venue
Technician understands their equipment, responsibilities, and all Festival policies.
When am I allowed in my venue?
Productions receive O
 NE, three-hour technical rehearsal prior to opening their
show. This slot is the o
 nly period outside your load-in, performance, and load-out
times that you are allowed in your venue. No additional tech time or access will be
granted.
Your call time for each performance is 30 minutes prior to your scheduled
performance time. This allows you 15 minutes to load in and 15 minutes for the
audience to be seated. At the end of your show you’ll then receive 15 minutes to load
out of the space. T
 hese times are strictly enforced and there are no exceptions.
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MISCELLANEOUS
When will I know my venue and performance schedule?
March 20th, 2020 - and not a day earlier, so please don’t ask. You’ll be given your
venue assignment and schedule and asked to confirm them within 48 hours. Only
after all shows confirm their information does anything become official as required
changes elsewhere may affect your assignment or schedule.
When could I go public about my participation?
March 28th, 2020 at 7:30pm EST - and not a moment sooner. We've actually
bumped up this deadline considerably this year to allow groups more time to
promote.
How would you like to end this FAQ document?
By congratulating you for reading everything! And to let you know that hope you
apply for the 2020 Cincy Fringe. We’re always blown away by the submissions we
receive every year and we can’t wait for this annual surge of creativity and passion!
If we didn’t cover anything you’d really like to know, always feel free to drop a line to
Chris Wesselman at c
 incyfringe@knowtheatre.com!
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